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Flare Impulsive Phase: Radio and HXR
imaging spectroscopy II

Bin Chen (New Jersey Institute of Technology)

Outline
• Radiation from energetic particles

• Bremsstrahlung à Lecture 20
• Gyromagnetic radiation
à Lecture 21
(“magnetobremsstrahlung”)
• Other radiative processes
à Lecture 22
• Inverse Compton, coherent radiation

• Diagnosing flare energetic particles using hard X-ray
and radio spectroscopy and imaging
• Where? à previous lecture
• What? à this lecture

• Suggested reading: Ch. 13 of Aschwanden’s book for
hard X-rays and Ch. 15 for radio

Diagnosing energetic electrons
• Each mechanism provides a method to probe the
thermal plasma and/or energetic electrons
à Acceleration: Where? When? What?
• HXR:

• Thermal bremsstrahlung à 𝑛# , 𝑇#
• Nonthermal thin-target and thick-target bremsstrahlung à
𝑓(𝐸)
• Inverse Compton à mostly corrections to 𝑓(𝐸)

• Radio:

• Thermal bremsstrahlung à 𝑛# , 𝑇#
• Gyrosynchrotron à 𝑓(𝐸), 𝑛# , 𝑇# , 𝐵, 𝜃
• Coherent radiation à 𝑛# (possibly 𝑓(𝐸), 𝐵, model dependent)

A note on electron energies
• For an electron

• Total energy 𝜀,-,./ = 𝛾𝑚# 𝑐 4
• kinetic energy ε = (𝛾 −1) 𝑚# 𝑐 4 , where 𝛾 = 1/ 1 − 𝛽 4

• Thermal electron in the corona: T ~ 1 MK, 𝛽~0.018, or
ε ≈ 0.086 keV à nonrelativistic
• Type-III-burst-emitting electron 𝛽 ≈0.1-0.3 or ε ≈ 5-50
keV à 5~20 x thermal speed à bump-on-tail instability
à nonrelativistic to mildly relativistic
• HXR-emitting electron ε ≈ 20-200 keV à 𝛽 ≈0.2-0.5 à
mildly relativistic
• Gyrosynchrotron-emitting electron 𝛾 ≈ 2 − 6 à 𝛽 ≈0.60.9 or ε ≈ 0.5-3 MeV à (upper-end of) mildly relativistic
Each emission probes a different part of the electron
energy spectrum!

HXR spectral analysis
• Currently the most straightforward method to
derive the distribution function of the accelerated
electrons 𝑓B, 𝐸 . Also capable of obtaining 𝑓B, 𝐸
of >~20 MK flare plasma
• Number density ratio 𝑛B, /𝑛,C (previous lecture)
• Energy density ratio 𝜀B, /𝜀,C
• Details of 𝑓B, (𝐸) and its spatiotemporal evolution
provide diagnostics for acceleration and transport
processes

From HXR spectra to electron distribution
• Forward fitting with parameterized model(s): Thermal
+ power-law? Thermal + superhot? Thermal + kappa?
Thin-target? Thick-target? …
• Regularized inversion

Forward fitting HXR spectra
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Spot the difference…
Deducing Electron Properties
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After Sui et al. 2007

Fig. 10 Albedo-corrected RHESSI spectrum (crosses with error bars) at the hard X-ray peak
What is the difference in the model? Which forward fit result is better?
(11:44:28–11:44:32 UT) of SOL2002-06-02T20:44 (M1.0). The solid line shows the combined isothermal
(dotted line) plus double power-law (dashed line) spectral fit. The spectral fit before albedo correction is over-

Low-energy cutoff plays a key role
• Let’s assuming a single power-law with a low-energy
cutoff: 𝐹G 𝐸 = 𝐴𝐸 IJ (𝐸 > 𝐸D )
• Nonthermal electron flux (electrons cm-2 s-1):
N
∫O 𝐴𝐸 IJ 𝑑𝐸
P

=

Q
𝐸DIJSR
JIR

(if 𝛿 > 1)

• Nonthermal electron energy flux (erg cm-2 s-1):
N
∫O 𝐴𝐸 IJSR 𝑑𝐸
P

=

Q
𝐸DIJS4
JI4

(if 𝛿 > 2)

• Both are very sensitive to 𝐸D

• e.g., for 𝛿 = 4 (“typical” in a flare peak), a factor of 2 error in
𝐸D means a factor of 4 error in energy flux!

• Both are very important observables to examine
particle acceleration mechanisms

à e.g., a smaller low-energy cutoff would require a much more
efficient acceleration mechanism
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Low-energy cutoff: Can we determine
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Figure 13.5: (Left) Theoretical hard X-ray spectrum consisting of

HXR spectra: low-energy cutoffs

N(E) = KE-3
el. cm-3 keV-1

N(E) = KE-5
el. cm-3 keV-1

Holman 2003

Low energy cutoff flattens the HXR spectra at lower energies

Low-energy cutoff
• Results in a flattening116of HXR
G.D. Holman et al.
spectrum below 𝐸D
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valid and finite for δ > 2 and Ec > 0. We call this form of low-energy cutoff a sharp lowenergy cutoff. An electron distribution that continues below a transition energy Ec that has a
positive slope, is flat, or in general has a spectral index δlow < 1 also provides finite electron

Different forms of low-energy cutoff

Implications of X-ray Observations for Electron Acceleration
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Low-energy cutoff: An example

E. P. Kontar et al.: Compton backscattered X-rays from solar flares
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E. P. Kontar et al.: Compton backscattered X-r

Fig. 4. Temporal variation in four energy channels (4 seconds cadence)
of the count rates summed over seven front RHESSI detectors for the
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HXR spectra: high-energy cutoffs

N(E) = KE-3
el. cm-3 keV-1

N(E) = KE-5
el. cm-3 keV-1

Holman 2003

High energy cutoff leads to a steepening of the HXR spectra at high energies
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HXR Spectral breaks
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• HXR spectral fit results
usually show a spectral
break at ~30-60 keV
• Flatter at lower
energies, and steeper
at higher energies
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Figure 4. Energy spectra of electrons at the end of the simulation (Ωi t = 130.0).
The energy spectra are normalized using Ne vthe (ωpi /c)2 /keV, where Ne is
the total number of electrons used in the simulations and vthe is the initial
electron thermal speed. The red solid, dot, and dashed lines represent the energy
distributions for all the electrons in downstream region at the end of simulation
for runs 5, 6, and 7, respectively. The blue solid, dot, and dashed lines represent
results from runs 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Acceleration by termination
shock (Guo & Giacalone 2012)

Possibility 2: loss of low energy

e

• Return current: large number of electrons
precipitating to the footpoint à “returning”
ambient electrons to re-establish neutral charge à
self-induced “return current”
• Return current generates an electric field (Ohm’s
law) along the loop
• Lower energy electrons lose a larger fraction of
energy than their higher energy counterparts à
flattening of the HXR spectrum at lower energies

ues (i.e., a beam distributed widely in solid angle) is involved.
3. DATA ANALYSIS
In selecting suitable events for analysis, we searched for a clear
identification of high-energy photons in the flare light curve, and
specifically a count rate high enough to provide good count statistics in energy channels above 300 keV. Quasi-logarithmic energy
binning was used in order to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio
in each energy channel, and the time bins were chosen equal to
RHESSI’s rotation period (as given for the time of the flare), to
ensure that there is no differential modulation of the light curve
from varying aspects of the imaging grids.
The data were corrected for the following effects: decimation,
detector energy response, detector live time, attenuator transmission, imaging grid transmission, and pulse pile-up. These steps
were performed using standard software incorporating the most
up-to-date information on the instrumental calibration (Schwartz
et al. 2002). The background was then subtracted using the SPEX
package to interpolate between two background time intervals,
one before, and one after the flare. Data from detectors 2 and 7 were
not used, because their energy resolution is significantly poorer
than for the other detectors (Smith et al. 2002).
Figure 3 shows the photon spectrum for the time interval
09:43:16Y09:44:24 UT (the time of approximate peak flux) for
the 2005 January 17 (GOES class X3.8) event. This event, which
produced several strong gamma-ray lines, was previously studied
by Kontar & Brown (2006), who concluded that the pitch angle
distribution for electrons up to !300 keV is close to isotropic.

electron spectrum responsible for the observed hard X-ray/
gamma-ray continuum, it is first necessary to subtract the emission from strong gamma-ray spectral lines. In the energy range
under consideration, the two most significant ranges for which this
subtraction is necessary are (483Y512) keV and (829Y882) keV.
The corrected spectrum is presented in Figure 3. The first of these
corresponds to the electron-positron annihilation line at 511 keV
and its associated positronium continuum at lower energies; the
second corresponds to a variety of strong emission lines from

Spectral breaks at higher energy

• At higher energies, the
HXR/𝛾-ray spectrum
break “up” again
• Contribution from the e-e
bremsstrahlung
• Acceleration mechanism?

860

KONTAR ET A

Fig. 3.—Photon spectrum for the time interval 09:43:16Y 09:44:24 UT in the
2005 January 17 event with gamma-ray line features (see text) removed.

Break “up”

𝛿 =3.4

𝛿 = 2.9

Kontar et al 2007

Microwave gyrosynchrotron spectra
• HXR photons with energy 𝜀
come from electrons with ~𝜀 via
bremsstrahlung à 10s to 100s
keV

White et al. 2003

• Microwave gyrosynchrotron
probes electrons with higher
energies (>300 keV)
• Can one electron distribution
fits all?

Fig. 3 Comparison (upper panel) of the RHESSI 60–100 keV hard X-ray light curve (blu
the NoRP 35 GHz light curve (red solid curve) for the well-observed flare SOL2002-07-23
well as (lower panel) the time evolution of the radio spectral peak frequency (purple solid l
spectral index from 35 to 80 GHz converted to an electron energy spectral index assuming
emission from an optically-thin source (red plus symbols, uncertainty ±0.3). For compariso
electron energy index obtained from the RHESSI 100–400 keV spectrum is also shown (

Large discrepancy usually found between HXR and microwave!

HXR and microwave discrepancy:
What’s wrong?
•

Solar Radio and Hard X-ray Emission

•
•
•

Gyrosynchrotron emission is mainly from the
trapped electrons in the flare loop
Trapping may resulting in hardening
Anisotropy of electron distribution also
contributes to spectral hardening. How?
The HXR/microwave discrepancy is still
largely unexplained

HXR emission is
dominated by the
precipitated
electrons at the
chromosphere
White et al. 2011

HXR/microwave spectra evolution
• Events showing impulsive HXR/microwave peaks
usually have a harder spectral index during the
peaks, and softer both in the rise and decay phase,
known as a soft-hard-soft (SHS) spectral evolution
• In some events, the spectra stay hard or even gets
harder, known as a soft-hard-harder (SHH) spectral
evolution

1985SoPh..100

SHS HXR spectral evolution

Dennis 1985

SHS feature at every HXR peak
Implications of X-ray Observations for Electron Acceleration
Fig. 18 Plot of the spectral

ations of X-ray Observations for Electron Accelerationindex γ versus the fitted
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non-thermal flux at 35 keV (given
in photons s−1 cm−2 keV−1 ).
All 911 data points from the
24 events are shown (from Grigis
and Benz 2004). Reproduced
with permission ©ESO
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Grigis & Benz 2004

Flux and spectral index evolution

Time evolution of the spectral index γ (upper curve, linear scale on right) and the flux normaliza-

5 (lower curve, logarithmic scale on left) of the non-thermal component in SOL2002-11-09T13:23

. Different emission spikes are shown in different colors (after Grigis and Benz 2004). Reproduced
rmission ©ESO

usually near the logarithmic mean of the covered energy range. In the RHESSI spectral

Flux vs. spectral index

SHS spectral evolution in microwave
Ning & Ding 2007

Flux and spectral index evolution

Flux vs. spectral index

1985SoPh..100..465D

SHH HXR spectral evolution

Dennis 1985

We statistically analyzed the microwave spectral evolutio
of 103 solar flares observed by NoRP between 1998 an
2005. The spectral index was derived from the formu
!.t/ = !1:1Œı.t/ ! 1:2", where ı.t/ was obtained by fittin
the spectra, assuming S.#; t/ = F0 # ı.t/ in the optically th
part. We found two typical types of solar flares wi
different microwave spectral behavior. Type-I flares display
soft–hard–soft spectral evolution pattern, while type-II flare
follow a soft–hard–harder behavior in the rise–peak–deca

SHH microwave spectral evolution

Fig. 9. Microwave spectral index versus flux at 35 GHz (in units
of sfu) between 02:22:30 and 02:54:30 UT for the 2001 April 03
flare (dotted line), and between 05:05:00 and 05:28:30 UT for the
2001 December 26 flare (dashed line).

HXR spectral evolution: Why?
• Variation of thermal and non-thermal contribution
in the X-ray energy range where spectral index is
obtained
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• Transport: Longer
transport time à
more loss in lowenergy electrons à
harder spectrum
• Particle acceleration
mechanism itself
Figure 13.7:

20 keV

13.3. HARD X-RAY SPECTRA
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Simulation of spectral evolution during a flare: The thermal-nonthermal spectrum
is identical to the large flare calculated in Fig. 13.5, except that the nonthermal component varies
in time between 10% and 100% of the total thermal energy. The resulting spectra are shown
(left), and the temporal evolution of the fluxes at 20, 30, and 50 keV are shown (top right). The
evolution of the spectral powerlaw slopes γ(t) in the three energy ranges 20 − 30 keV, 20 − 50

SHS also in coronal HXR sources
• Coronal HXR sources are at least closer to the acceleration
site à probably from the acceleration mechanism?
Implications of X-ray Observations for Electron Acceleration

Implications of X-ray Observations for Electron Acceleration

Battaglia & Benz 2006
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Fig. 21 Top left: Composite CLEAN image of a RHESSI event with three hard X-ray sources. The footpoints
(labeled 1 & 2) are visible on the solar disc in an image made at 34–38 keV. The position of the coronal source

Fig. 22 Top: GOES 1–8 Å light curve of SOL2003-10-24T02:54 (M7.6). Middle: RHESSI 25–50 and

What causes HXR spectral hardening?
•
Stochastic
acceleration
646
P. C. Grigis and A. O. Benz: Theory of spectral evolution in solar flares
model by turbulent fast2and
is the!Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution normalized to unity,
ε
Wave$par.cle,
(turb)
2 e
ṅ = S N dE
is the rate of
escaping
mode
waves
(c.f.
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(v) =Lecture
4π 2 turb
interac.on,w/,
m kv
19
by
Prof.
Longcope)
3.3. Method of solution

Grigis & Benz 2006
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2
Equation (13) is solved numerically
using the Crank-Nicolson
−ξ
finite diﬀerences scheme in logarithmic energy space, which is
well suited for diﬀusion problems. This method is the same as
turb
used in MLM and gives accurate results with fixed steps in
time
and log E.
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e nΛk
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Electron distribution (cm-3keV-1)
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Fig. 4. Accelerated electron“Strength”
distributions with
of diﬀerent values of the

• more,vigorous,turbulence,,,harder,spectrum,
(particle
losses by escape and coulomb collisions are compen- power-law index resulting from changes in Iτ = IACCEscape
· τ. The dashed
time
acceleration
curve represents the ambient
Maxwellian distribution. The two dotted
sated,,,,,,,,,,,(i.e.,smaller,ξ),
by the acceleration) a thin-target emission is computed.
We convert the energy diﬀerential electron flux distribution lines indicate the energy range used for the computation of the powerF(E) in electrons cm−2 s−1 keV−1 into the photon spectrum J(ε) law index δ shown above each spectrum.
observed at Earth in photons cm−2 s−1 keV−1 using the equation

Modeling HXR flux vs. spectral index

vations for Electron Acceleration

given
).
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Grigis & Benz 2004148

Grigis & Benz 2006
G.D. Holman e

Grigis
d

Flux vs. spectral index

Fig. 20 Model results for the spectral index and flux normalization for electrons and photons. The da
line is the best straight-line fit to the model results (in the range of spectral indices from 2 to 8 for
electrons, and 3 to 9 for the photons), corresponding to a pivot-point behavior (from Grigis and Benz 20
Reproduced with permission ©ESO

a from a large numbers of different emission spikes, each featuring
ent parameters. This plot does demonstrate, however, the tendencyAre there two stages of electron acceleration, one responsible for the impulsive ph

So what causes the SHS behavior?
• Stochastic acceleration
L48
BYKOV & FLEISHMAN
example:
variation of the level
particle distribution.
This means
that the sequence
ofthermal
turbulence
during
the
of the (dash-dotted) spectra of accelerated electrons in the
right panel will
reveal itself as SHH evolution
of the HXR
particle
acceleration
process
spectrum. This conclusion is consistent with the fact that the

Vol. 692

evolution isrelease
observed in stronger
events, where enhanced
•SHH
Energy
à strong
injection of the charged particles (e.g., protons) is likely, and
turbulence
with
a recent finding of gradual transitions between SHS and
SHH evolution fragments (Grigis & Benz 2008), which requires
•a common
Efficient
particle
acceleration
acceleration
mechanism
for both SHS and à
SHH
evolution patterns, even though additional spectral hardening
harder spectrum
in the gamma-ray range can occur due to relativistic particle
in the coronal loops (Krucker et al. 2008).
•trapping
Turbulence
exhausted
Besides the general SHS evolution, we should note that in
with previous studies of the stochastic acceleration
•agreement
Less
efficient particle
(Miller et al. 1997; Grigis & Benz 2006) the spectra do not
obey
power laws exactly: breakup
and breakdown
turning points
acceleration
à softer
spectrum
are evident from the plots. It should be noted here that since
nonlinear effects were taken into account in the model the
distribution function calculated for monoenergetic injection will
not have any of the general properties of the Green function of a
linear system. Therefore, one can no longer build the distribution
function in the nonlinear case using the superposition principle.
Nevertheless, the initial stage of the particle acceleration occurs
in the linear regime if the loading parameter ζe is smaller than
unity. Thus, broadly speaking, the general behavior of particle
spectra evolution as illustrated in Figure 1 will hold for other

• Shock? DC electric field?
• How about SHH?

Figure 2. HXR spectral index evolution for theoretically calculated spectra
with various ratios of the escape time to the acceleration time, Tesc /τacc = 5
(solid curve), 1 (dashed curve), and 0.2 (dash-dotted curve); and observed from
the 2002 December 4 flare, asterisks (Battaglia & Benz 2006), and from the
occulted 2002 September 6 flare, horizontal dashes (E. Kontar 2008, private
communication).

Bykov & Fleishman 2009

Summary
• HXR and microwave observations provide critical
diagnostics for particle acceleration mechanisms
• Low-energy cutoff à number, energetics
• Spectral breaks
• Spectral evolution

• Some success in interpreting the observed phenomena
• But more are unexplained
• What can be improved?
• More advanced instrumentation: HXR/microwave imaging
spectroscopy with high spatial, spectral, and temporal
resolution
• Data-driven, self-consistent particle acceleration modeling

